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Abstract
Cuprate high-temperature superconductors (HTS), such as RE-Ba2Cu3O7−δ (REBCO,
RE = rare earth), (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10−x and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8−x, have enabled the
development of high-field superconducting magnets capable of generating magnetic fields far
exceeding 20 T. The brittle nature of HTS requires elaborate means to protect them against the
high stresses and strains associated with high-field magnet operation, and so far, has prevented
reliable high-field HTS magnets from becoming a reality. Here we report a more than tenfold
increase in the irreversible strain limit under axial tension (εirr) to over 7% in optimized
high-current conductor on round core (CORC®) conductors, compared to the REBCO tapes
from which the CORC® conductor is wound. Minimizing the tape winding pitch of the helical
wind mechanically decouples the brittle REBCO film from the overall conductor. The REBCO
tapes behave as springs, limiting the rate at which applied strain is transferred to the ceramic
film. In addition, high-strength alloy cores allow the critical stress (εcrit) under axial tension at
which initial degradation of CORC® conductors occurs to exceed 600 MPa, making them one of
the strongest superconductors available. Mechanically decoupling the ceramic REBCO films
from the overall CORC® conductor allows effective protection against the high operating
stresses in high-field magnets. This breakthrough presents a monumental shift for HTS magnet
technology, bringing reliable high-field superconducting magnets for compact fusion machines,
the next generation of particle accelerators, and 40–60 T research solenoids within reach.

Keywords: CORC® cable, high-field superconducting magnets, record irreversible strain limit

(Some figures may appear in color only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Many large superconducting magnets require conductors cap-
able of operating at high currents of many kilo-amperes
with a high engineering current density (Je) exceeding
300 Amm−2, while having sufficient mechanical strength and

strain tolerance to withstand the high stresses that develop
during magnet operation. Low-temperature superconducting
(LTS) NbTi has been the workhorse of superconducting mag-
net conductors for many decades because it can be produced
in round wires with isotropic magnetic performance and can
withstand high tensile strains exceeding 3% [1]. The high
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strain tolerance allows winding of fully reacted NbTi wires
into magnets without significant loss of performance. The ease
of implementing NbTi into magnets has made it the main
superconductor serving the commercial markets for supercon-
ducting magnets, such as magnetic resonance imaging sys-
tems. Intermetallic LTS Nb3Sn has many of the desired con-
ductor properties of NbTi, while its upper critical field (Hc2) of
30 T allowsmagnet operation to about 22 T at 4.2 K, compared
to only 10 T for NbTi with its much lower Hc2 of 15 T. Nb3Sn
comeswith somemajor challenges that have, until about a dec-
ade ago, prevented its widespread application in superconduct-
ing magnets. The brittle nature of Nb3Sn limits εirr, in terms
of applied strain, to less than 0.6% [2]. This requires reac-
tion into the superconducting phase after the magnet has been
wound, adding significant cost and risk to the magnet fabric-
ation. The high mechanical operating stresses of large accel-
erator and fusion magnets require significant operating mar-
gins that effectively limit their field to about 15 T when using
Nb3Sn. The higher magnetic field range offered by Nb3Sn can
only be accessed in relatively small solenoids where stresses
can be managed more effectively. Nb3Sn is now being applied
more widely in magnets operating at 10–22 T, such as for
particle accelerator dipoles in the LargeHadron Collider, high-
field nuclear magnetic resonance magnets, and large magnets
for fusion machines such as in the International Thermonuc-
lear Experimental Reactor. A growing need has emerged for
more powerful research magnets that generate 40–60 T [3, 4],
particle accelerator magnets that allow even higher collision
energies [5, 6], and compact high-field fusion magnets that
have the potential to significantly reduce the time before net
fusion energy production becomes a reality [7, 8]. The fun-
damental limits of LTS make these high-field magnets rely
entirely on brittle, poly-crystalline cuprate high-temperature
superconductor (HTS), having an Hc2 of over 100 T at 4.2 K.

The initial challenge of achieving high currents and cur-
rent densities in poly-crystalline HTS magnet conductors has
been largely solved. A high level of grain alignment over
the full conductor length is required to prevent the form-
ation of current blocking high-angle grain boundaries [9].
This is achieved in (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10−x (Bi-2223) by
using intermediate rolling steps during formation of the super-
conducting phase [10]. Sufficient grain connectivity can be
introduced into Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8−x (Bi-2212) round wires by
reacting them at high pressure up to 10 MPa and high temper-
ature of almost 900◦ C into the superconducting phase after
the magnet is wound [11]. Although very high current densit-
ies have been achieved in short Bi-2212 wires, extending the
performance from short samples to actual magnets remains
highly challenging, adding significant risk and cost to themag-
net fabrication process. High-angle grain boundaries are pre-
vented in RE-Ba2Cu3O7−δ (REBCO, RE= rare earth) coated
conductors by depositing the superconductor as a highly bi-
axially aligned thin film onto a metal substrate [12, 13]. The
almost single-crystalline films can withstand relatively high
axial compressive strains, exceeding −1.2%, while also hav-
ing the highest εirr under tension of about 0.6% of any HTS
[14, 15], compared to about 0.3% for Bi-2212 wires [16] and
0.4% for Bi-2223 tapes [17].

The brittle nature of HTS restricts their operation to an
applied tensile strain of less than 0.3%–0.6%, a far cry from
the axial strain of over 3% at which NbTi can operate [1].
The limited strain tolerance of HTS therefore forms the final
remaining barrier that prevents practical and reliable high-field
magnets from becoming a reality [10–20]. The work presen-
ted here outlines how the brittle nature of the REBCO coated
conductors can be overcome by mechanically decoupling the
REBCO layer from the overall conductor bywinding them into
composite conductor on round core (CORC®) conductors, in
which the REBCO tapes are wound in a helical fashion around
a small core [21–24]. Minimizing the helical pitch results in
a tenfold increase in εirr of CORC® conductors with respect
to single REBCO tapes. The helical wind does come with a
disadvantage in which the high εcrit of single REBCO tapes
provided by their strong Hastelloy substrate is not transferred
to the composite CORC® conductor [25]. However, incorpor-
ating strong cores within the CORC® conductor allows most
of the REBCO tape’s mechanical strength that was lost due to
the helical wind to be regained.

2. CORC® magnet conductors

The relatively high tolerance to axial compressive strain of
REBCO coated conductors allows the formation of compos-
ite CORC® conductors in which a high number of REBCO
tapes are wound in a helical fashion around a small metal
core at winding angles (α) ranging from 30◦ to 50◦ normal
to the CORC® wire axis [21–24] (figure 1). This approach
results in a round, fully isotropic (with respect to magnetic
field angle and bending direction), high-current conductor that
does not require reaction after magnet winding, as desired for
many high-field magnet applications, even though the indi-
vidual REBCO tapes exhibit a highly inhomogeneous in-field
performance [26].

CORC® wires have demonstrated in-field performance,
with Je of 450 A mm−2 at 20 T [27], sufficient for use in most
high-field magnets. This high-field Je performance achieved
in a 3.4 mm diameter CORC® wire is only rivaled by single
REBCO tapes and short-sample Bi-2212 wires (figure 2).
CORC® conductors have demonstrated a high critical cur-
rent (Ic) of over 8 kA in combination with a high Je at fields
over 12 T, enabling low-inductance accelerator and compact
fusion magnets that allow operation at high ramp rates. The
low inductance is a requirement for safe magnet operation,
where its stored energy can be extracted quickly in case the
superconducting state is suddenly lost. Such a quench results
in a rapid formation of a local hot spot and potential conductor
burnout if the magnetic energy is not quickly extracted from
the magnet.

The helical wind of the REBCO tapes in CORC® con-
ductors also enhances current sharing around defects that
may be present in the REBCO layer, resulting in a more
stable conductor operation. CORC® conductors allow enter-
ing the flux-flow regime at currents exceeding Ic where the
superconducting-to-normal transition has started, and signi-
ficant dissipation occurs. This provides early warning of an
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Figure 1. Side view of a CORC® wire.

Figure 2. Overall conductor current density as a function of
magnetic field at 4.2 K of LTS and HTS magnet conductors. Data
for NbTi from [28], Nb3Sn from [29], Bi-2212 from [30] and
CORC® wire from [27]. Data for Bi-2223 from [31] and REBCO
tapes from [27] where taken with field applied perpendicular to the
tape surface.

imminent magnet quench, which is unheard of in LTS mag-
nets. Entering the flux-flow regime without triggering an
immediate quench and returning to the fully superconduct-
ing state by reducing the current, has been demonstrated in
several prototype high-field magnets such as a canted-cosine-
theta accelerator magnet operating at a current of over 6 kA
[32, 33], and in a CORC® cable insert solenoid that operated
at over 4 kA within a 14 T LTS outsert magnet at a combined
magnetic field of 16.77 T [34].

3. Record-level strain limits in CORC® conductors

Contrary to a reversible change in Ic with tensile strain that
occurs in most HTS and is driven by the pressure dependence
of Tc [17, 35, 36], irreversible degradation in HTS is caused
by the formation of cracks in the ceramic material, result-
ing in permanent degradation to the conductor performance.

Such cracks occur in the superconducting film of REBCO
coated conductors once the metal substrate yields [14, 15, 37],
which is at an applied tensile strain of about 0.6% in REBCO
coated conductors with Hastelloy C-276 substrates. Note that
the difference in thermal contraction between the metal sub-
strate and the ceramic film causes the film to be in a com-
pressive state after cool-down to cryogenic temperatures of
about −0.15%. An applied strain of 0.6% thus corresponds
to an intrinsic strain of the REBCO film of 0.45%. The irre-
versible strain limit is often defined as the applied strain that
caused Ic to degrade irreversibly by anywhere between 1%
and 3%, depending on the criterion and the sensitivity of the
measurement.

The helical wind of REBCO tapes in CORC® conduct-
ors prevents the strain applied to the CORC® conductor
during magnet operation to be transferred directly to the
REBCO tapes [34], similar to how coiled springs behave. The
tape’s strain state thus increases at a lower rate with applied
strain compared to that of a straight tape. The tensile strain
of the REBCO tapes within a CORC® conductor depends
on the tape’s winding angle (α) and Poisson’s ratio of the
central core, and can be calculated analytically (see inset
figure 3):

εtape =
∆S
S

=
l+∆l
sinα ′ − l

sinα
l

sinα

≈ ∆l
l

(
sin2α− vcos2α

)
(1)

here, S is the initial tape length over a full twist pitch, ∆S the
change in tape length due to the tape strain εtape, while the
applied strain of the CORC® wire ε is defined as ∆l/I, with
l being the initial twist pitch length before strain is applied.
The calculation also takes into account the reduction ∆r of
the core with axial strain, which is determined by the Pois-
son’s ratio v of 0.337 in case of copper at cryogenic temperat-
ures [38]. The approach assumes that the radial contraction
of the tape spring is limited by the copper core and there-
fore will closely follow its radius. The torsion component∆φ
can be neglected for tape winding angles below 50◦. A more
detailed overview of how the strain state of the CORC® wire
transfers to the REBCO tape will be provided in a follow-on
publication. Figure 3 shows the calculated strain applied to the
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Figure 3. Irreversible tensile strain limit of CORC® wires wound
from REBCO tapes as a function of tape winding angle, defined as
the angle normal to the CORC® wire axis, calculated using equation
(1). The points are the actual irreversible strain limit of 12-tape
CORC® wires LA-CORC® and HA-CORC® (see table 1). The
trend shows that very high irreversible strains can be achieved by
winding the REBCO tapes at a low angle (LA).

Table 1. CORC® wire configuration and performance.

LA-
CORC®

HA-
CORC®

CORC®

-S30
CORC®

-O28

Number of
tapes [−]

12 12 30 28

Tape width
[mm]

2 2 2 2

Tape layers
[−]

6 6 12 14

Core
diameter
[mm]

2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55

Former
material

Cu and
CuBe

Cu Cu Cu

CORC®

thickness
[mm]

3.13 3.13 3.67 3.81

Tape
winding
angle [◦]

30–36 40–45 30–47 25–35

Initial Ic
(76 K) [A]

828 828 1710 1617

Initial n-value
[−]

15–20 15–20 15–20 15–20

εirr (76 K)
[%]a

3.3 1.5 1.5 >7

a Defined at a normalized Ic, Ic(ε)/Ic(0) = 0.97.

CORC® wire with 2.55 mm diameter copper core as a func-
tion of tape winding angle at which the strain of the single tape
exceeds an applied strain of 0.6%. The irreversible strain limit
of the CORC® wire approaches that of the REBCO tape at
higher winding angles, while it increases sharply for winding
angles below 45◦.

Figure 4. Normalized critical current as a function of applied
tensile strain measured in liquid nitrogen of a single REBCO tape
[14] and CORC® wires containing 12 tapes wound at angels of
30◦–36◦ (LA-CORC®) and 40◦–45◦ (HA-CORC®). The dashed
lines are the dependence of Ic on applied strain determined by finite
element method (FEM). The inset shows the double extensometer
clamped onto the CORC® wire to measure the applied strain during
axial tensile testing.

The hypothesis that εirr in CORC® conductors depends
on the tape winding angle has been confirmed experiment-
ally in CORC® wires with two layouts in which 12 tapes
of 2 mm width were wound onto a 2.55 mm diameter cop-
per core at LAs in the range of 30◦–36◦ (LA-CORC®), for
which a relatively high εirr is expected, and at high angles
(HA) in the range of 40◦–45◦ (HA-CORC®), for which case
εirr is expected to be relatively low (see table 1). Axial stress
was applied in liquid nitrogen by a servo-hydraulic machine
connected to the sample terminations, while axial strain was
measured by a pair of extensometers clamped directly onto
the CORC® wire (inset figure 1). Earlier work in which the
performance of CORC® wires under axial tension was meas-
ured did not use clamp-on extensometers, but instead relied
on the displacement of the servo-hydraulic piston to estim-
ate the CORC® wire strain [25]. The reported εirr value of
0.85% from [25] therefore needs to be regarded as rough
estimate. Figure 4 shows Ic, normalized to its value before
strain was applied, as a function of applied axial tensile strain
for a CORC® wire of each of the two layouts. The irreversible
strain limit of the two CORC® wires increased dramatically
compared to that of a single REBCO tape, for which data is
included for comparison. Initial degradation of the CORC®

wire Ic occurred at an applied strain of about 1.5% when the
tapes were wound at angles ranging from 40◦ to 45◦, which
is more than twice the εirr of a straight tape. The irreversible
strain limit increased to about 3.3% in the CORC® wire in
which the tapes were wound at angles ranging from 30◦ to
36◦. The tapes with the highest winding angle in the CORC®

wires are expected to degrade first, which is the tape wound
at 45◦ in sample HA-CORC®, and the tape wound at 36◦ in
sample LA-CORC®. The εirr of both CORC® wires indeed
corresponds closely to the analytical values as indicated in
figure 3.
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Figure 5. Local strain state within the REBCO coated conductors wound onto the annealed copper core at an angle of 45◦ with respect to
the conductor normal. The applied strain is 4%. Gray areas correspond to the local intrinsic strain of the REBCO layer exceeding 0.45%.

The analytical model assumes that the strain state in the
tapes in CORC® wires is homogeneous over the tape width.
However, FEM modeling of the local strain state within the
tapes shows a clear strain variation over the tape width and
along its length, in the case of the layer in which tapes are
wound at an angle of 45◦ (figure 5) [39]. The FEM model
takes into account the winding tension of the tapes, and the
tension after cool down to cryogenic temperatures. The gray
regions in the REBCO film are the locations where a super-
current can no longer be sustained because the intrinsic strain
exceeded 0.45%. Detailed modeling of the local strain distri-
bution within each of the 12 tapes in the CORC® wire allows
us to predict the expected Ic of the two CORC® wires, which
closely follows the measured Ic as shown in figure 4. The cal-
culation multiplies the initial Ic with the tape surface frac-
tion experiencing a strain above εirr, while it also considers
the reversible change in Ic with strain following the power-
law dependence outlined in [14]. Note that the FEM model
is solely based on cable geometric and mechanical properties
and no fitting factors are applied to match the experimentally
measured data.

The dependence of Ic on applied axial tensile strain of a
typical high-current 30-tape CORC® wire (CORC®-S30, see
table 1) in which the winding angles (30◦–47◦) are not optim-
ized for high strain tolerance, is shown in figure 6. TheCORC®

wire has the same layout as the one reported in [25]. The
main difference is that in the present case, strain is measured
using the clamp-on extensometers, resulting in a much more
accurate strain measurement. As mentioned earlier the irre-
versible strain reported in [25] was 0.85% but a more accurate
estimate of 1.5% is obtained with the clamp-on extensometer
technique as shown in figure 6. The figure also includes four
optimized CORC® wires containing 28 tapes of 2 mm width
(CORC®-O28, see table 1) for which the tape winding angles
wereminimized to 25◦–35◦. The optimized CORC® wires had
an εirr exceeding 7%, compared to only 1.5% for the 30-tape
CORC® wire with standard layout, while both containing a
copper former. The results show that εirr of high-tape count
CORC® wires can be improved by almost a factor of 5 by
optimizing the winding angles.

Amajor benefit in the analysis of CORC® conductors is that
their REBCO tapes can be extracted from the conductor after

Figure 6. Normalized critical current as a function of applied
tensile strain measured in liquid nitrogen of a 30-tape CORC® wire
(CORC®-S30) with standard layout (winding angles of 30◦–47◦)
and four optimized 28-tape CORC® wires (CORC®-O28 with
winding angles 25◦–35◦).

strain application, allowing direct performance verification.
Figure 7 shows Ic and n-value, which indicates the steepness
of the voltage versus current transition, of the 28 REBCO tapes
extracted from one of the optimized high-current CORC®

wires (CORC®-O28 in figure 6) after the CORC® wire exper-
ienced 7% strain. All tapes extracted from the CORC® wire,
except for one within the innermost layer of the conductor,
maintained their full Ic from before they were cabled and
the CORC® wire was strained. The n-values of the tapes
also maintained their original value of around 30. The results
provide clear evidence that CORC® wires in which the tape
winding angles are optimized, can withstand tensile strains
as high as 7% without any significant degradation in CORC®

wire and tape performance.

4. Increased axial strength in CORC® conductors

The mechanical support provided by the Hastelloy substrate
results in a εcrit of over 1 GPa at 77 K in straight REBCO
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Figure 7. (a) Ic and (b) n-value of REBCO tapes extracted from an optimized 28-tape CORC® wire (CORC®-O28) after being strained to
7% plotted as a function of layer number (position within the conductor). Measurements were performed in liquid nitrogen.

Figure 8. Stress as a function of tensile strain measured in liquid
nitrogen of copper (1/8 and 1/2 hard) and copper–beryllium
(1/2 hard) formers.

coated conductors but is mostly lost when winding the tapes
in a helical fashion into CORC® conductors [25]. Mechan-
ical strength instead needs to be provided by the metal core
onto which the tapes are wound. Figure 8 shows the stress
versus strain characteristic measured in liquid nitrogen of two
copper formers with yield strength 114 and 363 MPa for
1/8 and 1/2 hard copper respectively, and a 1/2 hard CuBe
former with yield strength 872 MPa. Figure 9 compares the
dependence of Ic in liquid nitrogen on applied tensile stress
of CORC® wires with various metal cores. CORC® wires
containing a 2.55 mm diameter half-hard copper core have
a εcrit of close to 300 MPa at 77 K, compared to about
130 MPa when using softer eighth-hard copper cores, while
it exceeds 600 MPa for a 12-tape CORC® wire containing a
CuBe core. The initial slope of Ic below εcrit originates from
the reversible change in the REBCO tape Ic with strain [14]
and is not caused by crack formation, as is evident when Ic
partly recovers after the load is removed (open symbols in
figure 9).

Figure 9. Normalized critical current of HTS CORC® wires
containing various metal cores as a function of tensile stress in
liquid nitrogen, showing a significant increase in critical stress can
be achieved by using stronger materials. The open symbols show
that Ic recovers by 1%–2% after the load is removed.

5. A breakthrough for high-field magnets

Round isotropic high-temperature superconductors are often
seen as the most desirable topology for use in high-field
magnets [11]. REBCO-based CORC® conductors, besides
offering such desirable topology, allow the ceramic REBCO
film of the tapes to be decoupled mechanically from the over-
all conductor, resulting in more than a tenfold increase of εirr
compared to that of the straight REBCO tapes. The impact
of this innovation becomes even more evident when com-
paring εirr of optimized CORC® wires to that of most other
LTS and HTS magnet conductors, where it is 10–20 times
higher than εirr of Bi-2223, Bi-2212, REBCO and Nb3Sn,
and even more than twice the εirr of NbTi (figure 10). The
CORC® conductor topology separates the components driv-
ing the conductor’s critical stress from those that make it strain
tolerant. Low tape winding angles in combination with strong
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Figure 10. Normalized critical current as a function of applied axial tensile strain of most practical LTS and HTS superconductors. Data is
taken in liquid nitrogen in case of Bi-2223, REBCO coated conductors and CORC® wires, and in liquid helium in case of Bi-2212, NbTi
and Nb3Sn. Bi-2212 from [16], Nb3Sn data from [2], and Nb-Ti data from [1], REBCO coated conductor data from [14], and Bi-2223 tape
data from [17].

elastic cores allow the best of both worlds, providing the con-
ductor with high critical stress while making it highly strain
tolerant.

The breakthrough reported here would certainly have a
major impact on the development and implementation of reli-
able HTS high-fieldmagnets. The high strain tolerance of HTS
CORC® conductors significantly eases the design and con-
struction of high-field magnets, where the conductor strain
state during magnet operation no longer needs to be kept
within a highly restricted range to prevent conductor degrada-
tion. The high stresses and strains that occur during a mag-
net quench have caused many of the prototype HTS mag-
nets to fail. Strain tolerant, high-strength CORC® conductors
may experience only minor effects of a magnet quench and
thus have the potential of providing high-field superconduct-
ing magnets with the reliability required for the many applic-
ations that rely on them.
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